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“Considered as one of the most consistent artists of a generation that looks in different ways
for a radical change in our ways of seeing and making art... the artist does not restringe himself
only to the expositions but includes everytime more the movement, whether it being of his body
or the spectator”.

Luis E. Lama

displacement exercises

“This exhibition is built on a remnant: the old parquet floor from the
MALI (Museo de Arte de Lima). This is the base material of these works
by Koening Johnson, the same floor that was walked by several visitors
walking the rooms of the museum”.
“The artist “replaces” this ground in a context to locate the history
that it contains. These works, made to be traveled, ask us to walk behind
the lost footsteps of the spectator. In other words, they articulate a
ghost and an anticipation: the viewer from the past and the viewer from
the future. But this imaginary articulation is produced by transposing
two spaces: the museum and the gallery”.
“These transmutations from useful material to waste material and to
symbolic material-explore the processes of value and meaning assignment
in the art field. These processes are an aspect of the dynamics between
institution, work of art and spectator that the exhibition approaches
from different places”.

Max Hernández Calvo

“In this way, Johnson constructs
this quasi-floating floor in the
installation
with
the
inverted
parquet of the museum, locates
the instability as his personality,
ironizing
on
the
solemnity
stereotypically assigned to the
category “museum “. Who warns us
that if we want to enter on the
cultural field, It will be under our
own responsibility”.

ejercicio 1
25 mt2 MALI´s parquet,
colchones inflables
medidas variables
2014

“The treadmill covered
with parquet asks us the
question for the address:
where are we going? But,
made from an infinite
band, that question also
concerns the ritual nature
of cultural activity and
especially its end”.

ejercicio 2
MALI´s parquet and a treadmill
200 x 80 x 120cm
2014

“The piece, in which the
curatorial text has been
engraved in the parquet
and allows each person to
reconfigure it, connects
the free movement with
free interpretation. And it
rethinks the positions of
authority and authorship
(critical and curatorial),
making
a
parallelism
between the game and the
search for meanings”.

ejercicio 3
MALI´s parquet, laser engraving,
acrylic structure and wooden shelf
medidas variables
2014

ejercicio 4
MALI´s parquet, laser engraving,
and acrylic structure
190 x 170cm
2014

ejercicio 6
MALI´s parquet, metal
and wood structure
50 x 100 x 100cm
2014

transductor - a visual translation experiment
2013

Johnson and Oliver have joined forces to show, through two installations,
a translation experiment linking the graphic record of the event and the
production of sound. The circuit in this experiment is an initial sketch of an
experimental art that is excited by the phenomena themselves. The bicycle and
digital prostheses with different uses, one for recording and one for reading,
shows two interesting phases of the same process: positive and negative, the
front and back. In both cases the body’s energy is captured and then translated
by a mechanical-digital device. Records are converted into collectable drawings
that carries the experiment’s information.

Augusto del Valle C.

transductor

a visual translation experiment
instalation view

2013

In this installation energy is captured from whom pedals the bicycle. Energy is digitally transformed
into sound that is reproduced by the speaker and is the same energy that mechanically moves a pulley.
The pulley moves a belt with a marker tied down to the speaker that records a drawing. The drawing
is a collectable graphic of the sound oscillations.

bicycle recorder device
bicycle, plastic band, wood and speaker

2013

The second bike reads the recorded drawings of the first bike. These drawings are captured through
the eye of a camera and are interpreted by a computer to produce sound. Then comes a translation that
uses the convention of the digital devices. In the same projection and simultaneously, translation
denotes, and drawing and the ambient sound can be heard.

bicycle reader device
bicycle, plastic band, wood and speaker

2013

habitación
2013

habitación
room`s parquet flooring and wire
190 x 167 x 150 cm
2012

retenciones
2012
In June 2011, my house - located in Jesus Maria (a district from Lima) - was built in
1943 and inhabited by four groups of families along 69 years and after that it was finally
demolished. It took about a week to throw everything down.
The last phase was made on June 11 with the collapse of the spot using a mechanical palm
and then we remove all the trash and leave an empty space of 92 ms 2. After the collapse,
and once the space was cleaned, I collected remains of walls, floors and majolicas.
About a ton of adobe bricks from the walls of the house was rehydrated and kneaded, turning
again into mud, the base material for all experiments. The last experiences with the house
were made before the collapse, through a series of interventions in the uninhabited space.
This process was recorded and was part of what I present.
The result of all this experimentation is shown to us as a process, a reflection from the
materials that are the evidence of what is no longer there.

retenciones
127 shapes of clay,
wooden table and wooden shelf
2012

retenciones
51 bricks from a collapsed
house and cement
2012

retenciones piel de barro
drawing of clay in space.
clay with resin and based with glue
2012

retenciones
bars from an interior garden
2012

posibilidad suspendida
2011

densidades

posibilidad suspendida

100mts of plastic, 200 lts of
water and metal
2.50 x 1.20 mts

3000 plastic bags, 350 lts of water
variable dimensions

2011

2011

estación de lectura informal
2010
Discovering the invisible, making reality invisible
The informal reading station is a project dedicated to climate research and its impact
on the landscape and its inhabitants. This research have to generate readings in form of
experiments that help us to understand the possible dialogues that exist between nature (as
a living force that rounds, strikes and transforms the social landscape) and our position
as inhabitants of this landscape.
The wind (an invisible and informal energy), which we compare with the working force by
its constant activity, is made present through an instrument that we call “Eolograph”. It
is the wind that emerges from the invisible, the one that draws and tells us about its
environment and its strength.
The fog is a potential energy. All the water we need in the city, floats over us as a
suspended possibility. The humidity of the air, by its atmospheric saturation, is so dense
that it is seen. We see this mass immerse the city into particles of water disappearing in
parts.
In this way, we have the idea of the “EMERGENT”, what appears and evidenced its force and
the “SUBMERGED”, drowned in its moisture. From the informal and invisible wind arise forms
that reveal their presence. The mist eliminates previously visible areas of the landscape
and even of ourselves.

video: http://www.behance.net/gallery/ESTACION-DE-LECTURA-INFORMAL-II/2928979

estación de lectura informal - dibujos del viento I y II
2010
I developed this project with the artist Lucia Monge who proposes the search to relate
the term “EMERGENT” to the natural space that surrounds us. We focus on some natural
characteristics of Lima that arise as well as emergent as imperceptible, such as wind, dust
and humidity. The idea of this INFORMAL READING STATION is to give shape to these natural
events, in this case the wind is the one that is made visible by means of some drawings that
it generates with its force. We collected drawings of the wind from each of the districts
of Lima, generating a wind map of Metropolitan Lima. We also investigate how the humidity
of Lima affects and modifies us as citizens, making our space a great mass of suspended
water.

estación de lectura informal
dibujos del viento I
cardboard a4, wood support, eolograph
(tripod with hanging pen and ailerons)

wind record in 49 districts of Lima
2010

estación de lectura informal
dibujos del viento I
videos and drawings from Lima
(independencia, comas, carabayllo, el
agustino, ancon, ventanilla,
puente piedra)
de 6am a 7pm
2011

habitat (recipientes)
2009
“Objects have (especially furniture), apart from their practical function, a primary
function of vessel, glass of the imaginary. They are the reflection of a vision of the
world in which each being is conceived as a vessel of interiority”. Jean Baudrillard, the
system of objects, 1969.
Based on this book by Jean Baudrillard, I developed a serie of pieces that relate to
everyday objects and our act of inhabiting and inhabiting them, of depositing in them our
essence, filling them with an indelible symbolic load. This video investigates the need
to dig into my memories trying to enter me on a night table that belonged to my mother’s
brother and now I use.

peso muerto / difuminación
shair from 1922 y 13 balances
interactive object
1 x 1 x 1.25 mts
2009

presencias
1940 counter folder, folder
reproductions with leather factory
bills from 1922 to 1946
variable dimensions
2009

bicicomba
2008
In 2007, the city of Lima entered in a process of repair of tracks by several municipalities
without any previous organization, which turned the city into a vehicle chaos, worse than
usually it can be; All these situation, without any reason. These superficial repairs of
the city are nothing more than a make-up, when there are more important issues to solve.
In this way, I decide to turn my bike into a machine to break asphalt and try to take the
act of breaking into a reflection of how the city is. The blows of the hammers question
our reality, it´s our act the motor of reflection that breaks the skin that covers a natural
space - land-turned city.
All this asphalt was collected from different parts of the city where the repair works were
being carried out.

bicicomba

bicycle, combas, transmission system
collective performance - installation
variable measures
2008

piel / memoria I y II
2007
Assimilation of the process of illness and death of my grandfather and the parallel process
of the sale of a tannery that belonged to him and that was in activity between 1940 and
1974, the year in which it stopped working. After that, the tannery became a depository
for the family. This work was developed in the tannery using materials that I found in it.
I developed in four pieces the concept of scab, skin and memory.
We try to capture the absence after death in this work, ethereal and formless, is translated
into an empty silhouette, in the interior presence with an object that betrays the passage
of existence for this world. The need to try to prevent our memories become more distant
over time, even though they begin to lose their limits and their diffuse surface begins to
betray the fear of inevitable forgetfulness, that fragility of mind, transforming them into
vague objects, without detail but at the same time, in indelible traces that will mark the
new skin that will be born.
These objects I present are the diffuse imprint of memory after the experience of death,
the confrontation with the void and the need to retain a memory through matter.

piel / memoria i

Nash ambassador of 1947,
parquet of 1982, resin, metal
5.5 x 2.5 x 1.40 mts.
2007
Hochschild Collection

piel / memoria ii

leather briefs, leather and sand
variable dimensions
2007

piel / memoria ii
performance
2007

piel / memoria ii
leather, animal fat,
paraffin, heater
variable dimensions
2007
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EDUCACION
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1999
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Pontifica Universidad Catolica del Perú / Lima, Perú
Edith Sach Institute - Pintura / Lima, Perú
Toulouse-Lautrec - Diseño Gráfico / Lima, Perú

EXPOSICIONES
2014		
2013		
2012
2011		
2010		
2009		
2008		
2007

No View / Wu Galería / Lima, Perú
Transductor - Un experimento de traducción visual / Wu Galeria / Lia, Perú
Nexos temporales / Phórmula - Galería de arte itinerante / Lima, Perú
Retenciones / Sala Luis Miroquesada Garland / Lima, Perú
I Bienal de Foto / sede San Isidro / Lima, Perú
Otra Carne/ ICPNA San Miguel / Lima, Perú
Estación de Lectura Informal ii / Corriente Alterna Miraflores / Lima, Perú
Ultimo Lustro / Luis Miróquesada Garland / Lima, Perú
¿Emergentes? / Estar / Lima, Perú
Mash-up / Arte en Choque y Fuga / CCEspaña / Lima, Perú
Noche de Arte / Casa Dasso / Lima, Perú
Hábitat / Estar / Lima, Perú
A/V Automático Versátil / ICPNA (Arequipa) / Lima, Perú
A/V Automático Versátil / Centro Fundación Telefónica / Lima, Perú
Ocupando / Estar / Lima, Perú

